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oracle database 11g performance tuning recipes a problem - oracle database 11g performance tuning recipes a
problem solution approach expert s voice in oracle sam alapati darl kuhn bill padfield on amazon com free shipping on
qualifying offers performance problems are rarely problems per se they are more often crises during which you re pressured
for results by a manager standing outside your cubicle while your phone rings with queries, oracle 11g sql plan
management sql plan baselines - oracle plan stability 11g version is called sql plan management baselines provide the
best approach yet to locking down plans the dbms spm package, oracle result cache tips burleson oracle consulting oracle 11g has over 480 new enhancements and it s often difficult to tease out the important new features but one thing is
clear the result cache syntax may become very important to the oracle developer yet another tool that will join related
caching and pre summarization techniques materialized views, expert oracle database 11g administration expert s
voice - sam alapati s expert oracle database 11g administration is a comprehensive handbook for oracle database
administrators dbas using the 11g release of the oracle database all key aspects of database administration are covered
including backup and recovery day to day administration and monitoring performance tuning and more, oracle database
tablespace report sql script dadbm - in this article i ll share a sql script that i probably use most often the sql will show
oracle database tablespace information many oracle dbas and developers use gui tools nowadays and me also but
sometimes you need to see some extras, oracle 11g database new features - 1 1 1 apis and precompilers the following
sections describe new oracle database 11 g features in application programmatic interfaces these features improve
performance and scalability of applications and enable easy deployment of the oracle client side stack, kerry osborne s
oracle blog blog archive sql profiles - a couple of additional points outlines and sql profiles both take the same approach
to controlling execution plans they both attempt to force the optimizer down a certain path by applying hints behind the
scenes, cloning a database using cold backup find the solution - all the commands in this blog has been tested in test
environment only so please run and test these commands in your test environment before running it on production, 10
instance tuning using performance views oracle - 10 instance tuning using performance views after the initial
configuration of a database monitoring and tuning an instance regularly is important to eliminate any potential performance
bottlenecks, 11g r2 rac reboot less node fencing oracle in action - prior to 11 2 0 2 during failures of certain oracle rac
required subcomponents e g private interconnect voting disk etc oracle clusterware tried to prevent a split brain with a fast
reboot of the server s without waiting for ongoing i o operations or synchronization of the file systems, restore rman
backup from one server to another server in - all the commands in this blog has been tested in test environment only so
please run and test these commands in your test environment before running it on production, sql subtracting dates in
oracle number or interval - i have a question about some of the internal workings for the oracle date and interval datatypes
according to the oracle 11 2 sql reference when you subtract 2 date datatypes the result will be a, node oracledb api md at
master oracle node oracledb github - internally the add on creates the oracledb object as a singleton reloading it in the
same node js process creates a new pointer to the same object 3 1 oracledb constants these constants are defined in the
oracledb module usage is described later in this document, ora 01045 user c scott lacks create session privilege - enter
your email address to subscribe to this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email, pivot and unpivot queries in
11g oracle developer net - articles and utilities for oracle developers pivot and unpivot queries in 11g pivot queries involve
transposing rows into columns pivot or columns into rows unpivot to generate results in crosstab format, upgrade 11i to r12
1 1 part 4 in 11i expert oracle - this post is part 4 of the 11i to r12 1 3 upgrade series for other parts click on below links 1
install fresh ebs 11i on linux 5 32 bit part 1 in 11i to r12 1 3 upgrade series, oracle sql developer import connections
andrei daneasa - sometimes upgrading oracle sql developer will not import your existing connections you can have in the
end an empty connection list in order to import it you just need to copy the connections xml file from your old location like
this, oracle integrated cloud applications and platform services - oracle offers a comprehensive and fully integrated
stack of cloud applications and platform services, data visualization desktop 12 2 2 0 oracle - yesterday data visualization
desktop dvd version 12 2 2 0 was released dvd since its first release aims to extend oracle s data visualization portfolio by
adding a desktop tool allowing data visualization capabilities directly to end users without the intervention of the it
department in line with the gartner s bi modal it the new version adds several capabilities to the existing, kamran agayev s
oracle blog step by step oracle guides - 181 responses to step by step oracle guides tejas patel says december 8th 2009
at 12 31 pm my goal is made a oracle dba so please help me kamran agayev a says december 11th 2009 at 12 08 pm,

kamran agayev s oracle blog oracle video tutorials - here you can find all my oracle video tutorials video tutorial oracle
flashback technologies mp4 format video tutorial installing asm on linux and windows mp4 format video tutorial installing
oracle 10gr2 grid control and deploying agent on linux and windows os mp4 format video tutorial installing oel and oracle
10gr2 mp4 format
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